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meat to be cooked. However, such constant
attention and such frequent turning were
necessary that the old open-fire method of
roasting was given up; what we call roasting
to-day is practically baking. The same
principle holds as in broiling—the heat
should be great at the outset and then de-
creased. A temperature of 350° Fahrenheit
is none too great for the first half-hour or
thereabouts, until the meat is browned on all
sides. The heat should then be checked, a
temperature of somewhere near 200 being
sufficient for the remainder of the time.
Roasting meat should be basted frequently
with the drippings in the pan, as this makes
the meat juicy.
Boiling. Meat to be boiled should be,
like that to be broiled or roasted, subjected
to severe heat at first, that the juices may
be kept in. It should be put into boiling
water and boiled rapidly for fifteen or twenty
minutes; then the heat should be lessened
until the water barely simmers. When a
bubble of air rises from the bottom of the
pan every few seconds, the temperature is
about right. All boiled or stewed meats are
far more tender, juicy and nutritious if
cooked in this way than they are if boiled
rapidly. It takes, however, a longer time
to cook them done. A fairly good-sized piece
of fresh beef must cook for about five hours
to be well done; a ham'of about ten pounds,
or a piece of corned beef, unless it is very
thin, will take about the same time. The
"fireless cooker" is very satisfactory in boil-
ing or stewing meats, just for the reason that
it keeps them for hours at a simmering
point. The meat is boiled for fifteen or
twenty minutes, then the kettle is covered
closely and placed in a box which is filled
with hay, or some other non-conductor of
heat. The box is then made as nearly air-
tight as possible, and the water remains hot
enough to cook meat for several hours.
Stewing is practically the same as boiling'
except that it is done in less water, and that
the meat is usually cut up into smaller pieces.
The temperature must be kept considerably
below the boiling point. In braising and
fricasseeing and pot-roasting the meats are
first browned in hot fat and then stewed
slowly.
Frying. Properly speaking, frying is
boiling in hot fat, but the name is more com-
monly applied to the process of cooking in
a pan, the bottom of which has been covered
 with fat. The former method is the better^
as it is not so wasteful of the fat, which
may be used more than once, and as it pre-
serves the juices of the meat or fish better.
The temperature of fat suitable for frying
ranges from 300° to 400° Fahrenheit. Fry-
ing is the least healthful method for the prep-
aration of food, and should not be used often.
Soup-Making. As in roasting or boiling
the object is to keep the juices in the meat,
in soup-making the object is to draw them
out. Consequently the meat is cut into small
pieces and put into cold water, which is then
gradually brought to a temperature near the
boiling point.
Starchy Foods. Starchy foods include
various things besides starch, but the starch
is the important principle in their makeup.
All vegetables do not contain starch—for
example, carrots, onions, turnips and toma-
toes ; but many of our important vegetables,
as potatoes, beans and peas, are largely com-
posed of it. The cereals, too, are starchy
foods.
In cooking milk, eggs and meat we have
seen that the most satisfactory method is to
keep them throughout at a temperature well
below the boiling point. With vegetables no
such caution is necessary; in fact, most vege-
tables are better if cooked at a temperature
above the boiling point, and all vegetables
should be thoroughly cooked, though not
overdone. Some vegetables, as potatoes and
squash, have water enough in their composi-
tion to cook themselves and may accordingly
be baked, or boiled in just enough water to
cover them. In boiling meats, it is better to
have the cover pushed a little aside, that the
air may escape; but vegetables are better
cooked with a tight cover to the kettle.
There are certain kinds of vegetables, such
as lettuce, radishes, cress and celery, which
are usually eaten raw. This is not only be-
cause they taste better in this state, but be-
cause they are more easily digested. In eat-
ing raw foods of any bind, it is always very
necessary that they be clean and fresh.
[Nutritive value is not the only thing to be
considered in the selection of a dietary.
Some foods, especially certain fruits and
salads, contain little nutrition but are of the
utmost importance because of their effect on
the digestive process. They bring about cer-
tain reactions which are very helpful. Fruit
and salads should' form an important item
in the diet of eyery normal person.

